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this is a game that was relatively unknown to me prior to reviewing it because i just didnt play much mobile gaming, despite the fact that i have a lot of friends who do. but it was one of my favorites of the year from the multiplayer. when we reviewed it we had no idea this was multiplayer until after we tested it, and when we did we were
shocked at how much fun it was. and then we forgot about it again until after we completed a ton of coop matches. i guess the moral of the story is i feel good about what we do at toucharcade and you shouldn't feel bad about giving up by supporting a website where you know people are. -mm this game was easy to pick up but hard to
put down. i started playing solo, but quickly switched to co-op because i couldnt stand seeing the screen being idle with nothing to do. when you join a mission you start out as one of a group of door kickers. you must kick down the doors and make your way to a location where you can rescue the innocent from a monster that is holding
them hostage. i really like how there's only 3 weapons you have to choose from. most games get a bit crazy and go a little overboard with having a huge amount of weapons for the player to pick from, which is why i really appreciate that this game has not become bogged down by excessive weapons. instead there are a few different

projectiles available that you can use at your discretion. the graphics are vivid and bright, and the music by trevor morris is reminiscent of old nes games. as the camera is set back, it lets the player focus on the action which is sometimes necessary when playing a classic platformer style game. this can sometimes be a bit off putting but
overall i really enjoyed the game and hope to see more from the door kickers series. -kris
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dead cells ($9.99) [ review ] [ game of the week ] [ forum thread ] dead cells is a roguelike platformer that is one of the best games of its generation. dead cells is a metroidvania style adventure where its metroid vania makes you collect loot and find secrets (and doors). while the gameplay is its main appeal, the presentation of dead cells
is what really sets the game apart. the story involves a necromancer soul eater that is powerful in its own right but its also a victim of a horrible curse and it is up to you to fix this before the city of skylock (of which you live in) is destroyed. because of dead cells style of its gameplay, it may be daunting to play at first. however, if you keep
on and try to enjoy everything dead cells has to offer, you will discover a wondrous trip through a city. the game allows you to play your own personal gameplay style but dead cells will reward you for mixing things up and trying new things in addition to just spending hours finding everything. -mm dead cells: definitive edition ($29.99) [

game of the week ] [ review ] [ forum thread ] dead cells is a roguelike platformer that is one of the best games of its generation. dead cells is a metroidvania style adventure where its metroid vania makes you collect loot and find secrets (and doors). while the gameplay is its main appeal, the presentation of dead cells is what really sets
the game apart. the story involves a necromancer soul eater that is powerful in its own right but its also a victim of a horrible curse and it is up to you to fix this before the city of skylock (of which you live in) is destroyed. because of dead cells style of its gameplay, it may be daunting to play at first. however, if you keep on and try to enjoy

everything dead cells has to offer, you will discover a wondrous trip through a city. the game allows you to play your own personal gameplay style but dead cells will reward you for mixing things up and trying new things in addition to just spending hours finding everything. -mm 5ec8ef588b
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